
Americans and millions around the world are anxiously awaiting the final results of the 2020 election. After long and sleepless nights, we still don&#8217;t know who is going to win states with razor-thin margins like
Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Nevada. As suspense mounts, the internet does what it knows to do best: stress-relieving memes that accurately capture the feelings of a sleep-deprived, nail-biting nation.  An entire genre of
internet memes emerged in the past few days to parody the unbearable slowness of Nevada&#8217;s vote count. Final results in the Silver State might not be announced until Saturday or Sunday, according to election
officials. Without offending the dedicated poll workers and volunteers who are counting the votes in Nevada, the memes flooding the internet are fair in their assessment that the state is taking its sweet time to announce
its election results.     nevada after counting 1 vote pic.twitter.com/QyHjfDm2DS&mdash; Ù‹ (@touchnick) November 4, 2020Live footage of Nevada working on those ballots pic.twitter.com/14RrZ2Ce8w&mdash; Miss
Cuffy, Unstable Genius (@MissGFYCuffy) November 5, 2020Nevada counting ballots  pic.twitter.com/GC85ZFZdMd&mdash; Liz Jenkins (@ej11lizzie) November 5, 2020Nevada and Georgia waiting for each other to
finish counting ballots pic.twitter.com/guIOeoy9TR&mdash; jey (@joeba_fettt) November 5, 2020Steeped in schadenfreude, a plethora of other memes have celebrated the anticipated demise of Donald Trump. One
well-crafted GIF, interestingly posted by a Twitter user named Soviet Sergey, shows the president performing his laughable rally dance on a sinking campaign ship. Others have cheered states like Georgia, Michigan, and
Wisconsin for flipping for Joe Biden and possibly saving the day.    pic.twitter.com/MTckYKUE1i&mdash; Soviet Sergey (@SovietSergey) November 5, 2020Everyone drop your Georgia fancams 
pic.twitter.com/gGS0szzyu9&mdash; Prince Gumball (@LuisLoza98) November 6, 2020pic.twitter.com/8y8gqWcUZF&mdash; BeyoncÃ© Hub (@theyoncehub) November 5, 2020Speaking of schadenfreude, the Swedish
climate activist Greta Thunberg gave Trump a taste of his own medicine, tweeting yesterday: So ridiculous. Donald must work on his Anger Management problem, then go to a good old fashioned movie with a friend! Chill
Donald, Chill! The tweet uses the language of Trump&#8217;s patronizing tweet against the young activist in December of 2019. @realDonaldTrump is desperately trying to stop the Count from Sesame Street.  Just wait
until Thanks Giving, its Big Birds turn.  #STOPTHECOUNT pic.twitter.com/Y0H95AjNna&mdash; Stricky  (@Stricky341) November 5, 2020pic.twitter.com/smfo3nw2Xq&mdash; Nina Burleigh (@ninaburleigh) November
6, 2020With an ever-narrowing chance to legitimately win the presidency, Trump has been falsely claiming victory while spewing baseless allegations of voter fraud. In Philadelphia, pro-democracy protesters rebutted his
claims with a street performance of dancing ballot boxes to convey the message that all votes should be duly counted. On the funnier side, one meme imagined Russian President Vladimir Putin&#8217;s phone home
screen, showing a desperate Help text from Trump and a list of missed calls.    Ballot boxes dancing to Missy Elliot is how Philadelphia is doing right now pic.twitter.com/eQgbDuUS35&mdash; Josie Ensor (@Josiensor)
November 6, 2020And finally, how will Trump&#8217;s loss of the White House affect his marriage? Jimmy Kimmel&#8217;s late-night show made a hilarious prediction about Melania Trump&#8217;s future plans. No
way &#8211; SHE&#39;S the new Bachelorette!? pic.twitter.com/ALTDI0Bjra&mdash; Jimmy Kimmel Live (@JimmyKimmelLive) November 6, 2020Amid Post-election Anxiety, the Internet Copes With Memes is from
Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  Art collector Seth Stolbun has stepped down from the board of Rhizome, an affiliate of the New Museum in New York, following
a recent New York Times report that revealed workplace dysfunction at the Lower East Side institution. In a resignation letter dated November 5 and shared on Instagram, Stolbun said that he cannot in good conscience
have any continued relationship with Rhizome because of its relationship with the New Museum.Stolbun told Hyperallergic that he made a recommendation for Rhizome to end its relationship with the New Museum when
the article surfaced. The board chair and executive director did not wish to pursue it, he said. And this led to my resignation from the board.In interviews with more than 30 current and former New Museum staffers, Times
reporter Robin Pogrebin uncovered allegations of unhealthy work conditions, poor compensation, and incidents of unethical behavior at the organization. One former employee compared the work environment to a
sweatshop. In his resignation letter, Stolbun excerpts particularly glaring testimonies from the piece. Vere van Gool, a former associate director and curator at the museum&#8217;s IdeasCity program, told the Times that
she sent three complaints to management about a museum executive telling her his son sits next to you with a hard-on all day, but no action was taken. Other employees said they were asked to lie to US Customs about
an artwork which included bird or reptile parts in order to circumvent the legal permit process.I volunteer my time and give my money to try to do good in the world, Stolbun writes in his letter. After the phone calls and
emails with Rhizome&#8217;s Executive Director and Board chair, I was provided with no factual information that said that the statements in the Pogrebin article were not true.Rhizome is a nonprofit that commissions and
supports the creation of digital and new media art, and has been an affiliate in residence at the New Museum since 2003. Stolbun, a contemporary art collector and arts patron, joined the organization&#8217;s board in
May of 2019; as of today, his name is no longer included in the trustee list on Rhizome&#8217;s website.Continuing to serve on Rhizome&#8217;s board is Lisa Phillips, the New Museum&#8217;s director, who is at the
center of much of the criticism about the museum&#8217;s workplace culture. In Pogrebin&#8217;s article, one former assistant called her emotionally abusive; another said she threw a tape recorder at him. The
museum&#8217;s former financial officer, E. Annette Nash Govan, accused Phillips of concealing cash flow issues and retaliating by firing her when she disclosed such details to the board.Phillips is also
well-compensated: When the museum&#8217;s union bargained for higher wages last year, they cited the director&#8217;s comfortable salary &#8212; $768,000 annually, before a 30 percent cut this year as part of
institution-wide financial adjustments. Phillips has responded to some of these accusations with claims of sexism, arguing that her management style would be forgiven in a male leader.The Times report, and
Stolbun&#8217;s resignation, comes in the wake of turmoil at the contemporary art institution involving the museum&#8217;s union. In August, the New Museum Union filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations
Board claiming that a wave of pandemic-related layoffs was discriminatory and retaliatory toward vocal union members or supporters. (The museum characterized the complaints as falsehoods and hearsay from
disgruntled former staffers.)We must hold our institutions accountable and not accept anything less than excellence, Stolbun told Hyperallergic.The New Museum has not yet responded to Hyperallergic&#8217;s
immediate request for comment.Rhizome Board Member Resigns In Protest of Workplace Culture at New Museum is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today. 
Artistsâ€™ Legacy Foundation invites you to a conversation with 2020 Artist Award recipient Peter Williams and Dr. Jordana Moore Saggese, Associate Professor of American Art at the University of Maryland. This online
event will take place on Friday, November 13 at 4 pm PST / 7 pm EST via Zoom. Registration is free and easy â€” sign up here.For more than four decades, Williams has created artworks that explore contemporary
culture, racism, police brutality, incarceration, environmentalism, and voyeurism through an approachable visual style. His paintings encourage the viewer to look deeply at the canvas for clues and insight about the Black
experience. Williams also uses cultural criticism to form new creation myths, retelling the history of America from fresh and cosmic perspectives. His most recent body of work, Black Universe, tells a story of African
American colonists who leave Earth due to impending environmental catastrophe.Saggese and Williams will discuss his early influences, his utilization of color, and the symbols represented in selected paintings.Visit
eventbrite.com to register for the talk. Peter Williams: Black Universe is on view through January 2021 at the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit and Trinosophes in Detroit. His work can also be viewed online at Luis De
Jesus Los Angeles.Artistsâ€™ Legacy Foundation Presents Peter Williams in Conversation With Jordana Moore Saggese is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world
today. A 70-foot wall made entirely of cheese, erected near the USâ€“Mexico border as a critique of the current government&#8217;s immigration policies, has been destroyed &#8212; and the artist behind the work is
suing Trump&#8217;s border wall contractors for allegedly dismantling it. Cosimo Cavallaro began working on the sculptural installation, Cheese Wall, in March 2019. The Canadian-Italian artist leased a private property
in San Diego County to create a barricade out of bricks of expired Cotija, a Mexican cheese named after a town in the state of Michoacan. Cavallaro&#8217;s often works with perishable materials to highlight the problem
of waste, both in terms of material accumulation and financial extravagance.In a complaint filed in San Diego federal court, Cavallaro claims that employees of the construction company SLSCO, hired by the Trump
administration to fortify the US-Mexico border wall, knowingly and willfully trespassed onto the site and destroyed the Cheese Wall on or around October 2019.Cosimo Cavallaro&#8217;s Cheese Wall, built of blocks of
Cotija cheese, before it was destroyed. (photo by Alan Shaffer; courtesy of Munger, Tolles &#038; Olson LLP)The suit rests on a potential violation of the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, conversion, private nuisance,
and trespass. Cavallaro also claims he was â€œdeprived of the opportunity to communicate his artistic message through the Cheese Wall and to see the Cheese Wall, at its full length, stand in contrast to the border
wall.â€•The loss of Cosâ€™s work has been devastating to him, Melinda LeMoine of Munger, Tolles &amp; Olson LLP, who is representing Cavallaro, told Hyperallergic. For years, he worked to bring his vision of the
Cheese Wall to life, only to have trespassers tear it apart and bury it in the dirt. He has never sued anyone before. But he felt that he had no choice here. He cannot recreate what is lost, but he can stand up for what is
right, she added.Cavallaro standing at the former site of his destroyed Cheese Wall near the US-Mexico border. (photo by Alan Shaffer; courtesy of Munger, Tolles &amp; Olson LLP)The artist is seeking damages,
attorneysâ€™ fees, and costs.When Trump took office, he promised to build a big, beautiful wall along the Southwest border to keep out what he falsely described as an influx of Mexican criminals. According to recent
analyses, the (now possibly lame-duck) president has built 15 miles of new primary barrier and 350 miles of replacement or secondary barrier; another 221 miles are still under construction. That is a far cry from the
2,000-mile stretch of concrete he had committed to during his 2016 campaign.In a 2019 interview, Cavallaro said that his installation was meant to show and expose waste. The sculpture was supposed to stand at 1,000
feet and was still under construction when it was torn down. By then, it stood at six feet high and contained more than 400 Cotija bricks.I don&#8217;t like walls, Cavallaro said. This is a wall that I can handle, that
I&#8217;m willing to live with. This wall is perishable, it will not last.Artist Sues Trumpâ€™s Border Wall Contractors for Destroying His â€œCheese Wallâ€• is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical
thinking about art in the world today.  One of the unfortunate side-effects of the COVID-19 pandemic has been a surge in xenophobic and racist attacks against Americans of Asian descent. New York, one of the
worldâ€™s most multicultural cities, is not excluded from this trend; the cityâ€™s Commission on Human Rights reports more than 566 reports of discrimination, harassment, and bias related to the coronavirus since
February.
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